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Kristin Agard:  Welcome to the Applied Economic Perspectives and Policy Podcast, a production of 
Oxford Journals and the Agricultural & Applied Economics Association.  I'm Kristin Agard, Executive 
Director of the Agricultural & Applied Economics Association.   
 
Today I'm talking with Professor Chris Barrett and Professor Michael Carter about their article, "The Power 
and Pitfalls of Experiments in Development Economics: Some Non-random Reflections."   
 
Their article was recently published in the fourth issue of Volume 32 of AEPP.   
 
Welcome Professor Barrett and Professor Carter.  Thank you for joining us today.  Professor Carter, the 
first question is for you.  The title of your article is "The Power and Pitfalls of Experiments in Development 
Economics."  In it you focused on randomized control trials or RCTs.  Could you expand on what an RCT 
is? 
 
Michael Carter:  Yes, I'd be happy to.  An RCT is very similar to what most of us learned about in high 
school in terms of the scientific method.  So if you're interested in discovering the impact of a particular 
treatment on a population of interest then you take that population and you randomly divide into two 
groups, a control group and a treatment group and only the treatment group receives the treatment.  And 
then since on average you're confident that prior to treatment that the controls and the treatment were the 
same then you can feel confident in inferring from the difference between those two groups what the 
impact of the treatment was.   
 
Let me give a nicer example, my brother's a biologist and he was running a series of experiments on 
laboratory rats where the rats were treated or a random selection of rats were treated then they were put 
on a little treadmill where he ran them until they could no longer run any further and they sort of went off 
the back of the treadmill and then he put the next little rat on.  And so that was then able to infer in terms 
of the ability of these rats to run for longer or lesser one could then determine the impact of the particular 
treatment that was done to a random selection of the rats. 
 
Kristin Agard:  The article mentions that RCTs arose in response to widespread problems of weak 
identification in empirical economics.  Professor Barrett, could you tell us what exactly is a weak 
identification problem? 
 
Chris Barrett:  Certainly.  A weak identification problem is economic jargon for two things are associated 
statistically but we can't quite tell whether one truly causes the other or not.   
 
So let me give a concrete example that is germane to this particular article.  If we see a particular 
subgroup of farmers who take up a new financial product that's just been introduced to an area or they 
take up a new technology for crop production that's just been introduced into the area and we see that that 
same subgroup of farmers does better, that their farms are more profitable than the farmers who don't 
take up that financial product or that new technology, can we say that the technology or the financial 
product is causing them to be more profitable? That is difficult in conventional observational data because 
one would naturally expect for example more innovative or creative or more risk taking farmers to try novel 
products, novel technologies but that their risk taking nature or their creativity or skill would also cause 
them to be more profitable than the average farmer so that the statistical correlation between uptake of 
the new technology or the new financial product and profitability is merely an artifact of those things both 
being caused by farmer specific attributes that we're not observing in the data.   
 
The desire to get away from this problem of what's called a selection effect that there is something 
intrinsic to the famers that causes non random sorting between those who adopt a technology or a product 
and those who don't, that that selection effect makes causal inference in observational data difficult so 
RCT designs or experimental designs whether they're caused by a researcher managed randomization or 
natural experiments, that that sort of design helps us to have more confidence in making a causal 
association between a new technology and increased profitability for example. 
 



Kristin Agard:  So research design is an important element when using RCTs.  What do you see as 
being the main challenge of implementing RCTs? 
 
Michael Carter:  I would like to emphasize three things that I think are important when it comes to using 
RCTs to study development interventions.  And I think it's important to think about these because in many 
ways the kinds of interventions that we want to know about in the area of development economics are 
quite different than what maybe a drug company is interested in if they use a randomized control trial in 
order to test the effectiveness of a drug.   
 
So a first thing that could be different here and that makes implementation difficult is the question of 
whether the treatment which is given is also the treatment that is received by the individual.  So if a drug 
company is giving someone a pill or an injection let's say, they know exactly how many milligrams of the 
drug is injected into the system of the individual who is receiving a treatment.  However, if we're talking 
about economic phenomena and suppose we're talking about studying price sensitivity and so our 
treatment is to tell a bunch of randomly selected people that they can now buy a product or they can 
receive a credit contract at a lower price.  We've given them a treatment but the question is what are 
people actually perceiving, right, it's not milligrams of price reduction being injected into the system; rather 
they're being given information.  And people may receive that information differently; they may trust the 
information differently.  Someone may be told, "Oh, it turns out now you can get a loan for five percent 
instead of ten percent," and that person may say, "Yeah, but my parents told me there is no such thing as 
a free lunch so I don't really believe that the credit's any cheaper, this is just a trick," right?  And so 
suddenly-- and so that person may not actually receive the intended treatment and how the people receive 
the treatments in fact may depend on their level of sophistication, their level of trust and all sorts of 
unobserved characteristics which in fact, as Chris was saying can confound the interpretation of what the 
results are.  So this problem of when one starts manipulating economic phenomena things like price 
signals, things like expectations suddenly making sure that what people receive is what you're actually 
giving them is a rather difficult problem and I think makes implementation quite difficult.  
 
 Another kind of problem is again, the complexity and understanding of some of the treatments that we're 
interested in.  Again, if you're testing a drug and you say we're going to inject this number of milligrams, 
whether or not the individual receiving the treatment understands the theory behind the drug is rather 
unimportant, right, it's the individual's biological system that's going to determine whether or not the drug 
has effectiveness.  On the other hand, Chris and I for example are working with randomized control trials 
in terms of making insurance contracts available to people who have never had any kind of insurance 
whatsoever.  Suddenly it becomes quite a difficulty in terms of making sure that people understand the 
insurance contract because if they don't understand it, if they misunderstand it then they're unlikely to 
actually comply with the treatment, that is, they're unlikely to actually purchase the insurance and even if 
they're given the insurance they may not alter their behavior in the way that our theories anticipate.  So 
again we get into as we start talking about manipulation of more complex economic phenomena making 
new kinds of contracts available to people, making sure that people understand them becomes quite 
important.  A related point to that is one way of trying to overcome the problem of faulty understanding is 
actually to offer the contract, say in this case of insurance at a lower price in order to induce people, "You 
may not quite get it, but why don't you take a chance with it?"  But that itself may induce some biases in 
the results you get because suddenly you're inducing a group of people to buy into the contract who may 
not actually buy it when it's offered at full scale, when it's offered at the full market price.  So again, one 
can think about these things but then you get into the muddy, the water about how well the randomized 
control trial actually works.   
 
The third and final one I'll mention is a little bit related to ethical concerns but it's simply that if 
development practitioners are doing things because they're quite well convinced that their intervention is 
going to be a good thing for the individual involved.  And so if you tell them, if you tell the development 
practitioner whose help you need to actually create a new product and test it out, if you say, "Well we want 
to randomize this," there's going to be some real push back in the field from individuals saying, "No, we 
don't want a randomized out people who can benefit from this, we want to make it available to everyone."  
I had a project in Nicaragua where it was a small farmer intervention program.  The people introducing the 
program and actually doing the small farmer training improving market access for farmers said they didn't 
want to randomize anything because they felt like they knew where they could go first to have the largest 
impacts on people's lives.  And they said that's the most important thing for us to be doing here, not your 



study.  So there was kind of a constant tension and push back there.  And again I don't think a drug 
company at least that has to satisfy the Federal Drug Administration has a different kind of set of 
incentives.  So this one aspect of the ethical problem ends up becoming I think an implementation 
problem in the field because it may be very hard to get implementers to stick to a strictly randomized 
implementation protocol. 
 
Kristin Agard:  So you discuss various ethical constraints in your paper including unintended but 
predictable adverse consequences of some experimental designs, informed consent, and blindedness.  In 
your opinion, Professor Barrett, what is the most important of these to address? 
 
Chris Barrett:  Well all of them.  It's rather like asking me which of my children do I love most.  You really 
can't separate out one ethical concern from another.  Let me explain the nature of the problem if I may.   
 
By raising the bar in statistical terms, RCTs also inadvertently raise the bar in ethical terms.  When we're 
just using observational data we have all of these problems we talked about before about weak 
identification.  And so by researchers going in and manipulating the assignment of individuals to particular 
groups, you get this financial contract, this other person doesn't, certain person gets this new improved 
seed, another farmer doesn't.  By directly intervening in the society under study the researcher now is no 
longer a passive observer but is now an active manipulator of that system.  And as soon as one becomes 
an active manipulator one acquires additional duties, ethical duties to ensure that you're not doing any 
harm.  And that harm might be predictable, an investigator might be able to anticipate in advance that 
when I create inducements for people to break the law that that induced behavior could cause harm either 
to subjects who have attempted to break the law or to third parties.  But some of the harm might not be 
readily predictable by the researchers or others in the local research community like those who sit on 
universities' institutional review boards.  And that's one of the fundamental reasons why we insist on 
informed consent, that oftentimes the prospective adverse effects of an intervention are really best 
appreciated and maybe only fully understood by the subjects themselves.  And by asking them, are you 
willing to participate or not, we can identify whether we are prospectively harming them and it's simply 
matter of respect for the subjects whose welfare we're presumably trying to advance to make sure that 
we're not harming them and the best device for doing that is to ask for their consent to participate in this 
study.  It's one of the most basic elements of all human subjects' research.  It's complicated in many 
designs under RCTs because we often don't want people to know that there is an experiment running 
because simply knowing that there is an experiment often induces behavioral change.  That's a well 
known phenomenon often referred to as a Hawthorne effect because of studies down with respect to 
factory lighting in Hawthorne plants many years ago early in the 20th Century.  But the problem of the 
Hawthorne effect that subjects who know of the experiment's existence, know that they are being treated, 
they'll change their behaviors purely in response to knowledge of the experiment not really in response to 
the intervention itself and that creates a new problem, a new statistical problem.  Trying to avoid that, RCT 
designs commonly skip the whole informed consent process.  But the problem is that this opens this up to 
causing harm to subjects which is an inadvertent but tragic consequence of researchers' efforts to try to 
help these people.   
 
The blindedness problem is a very close relative of the Hawthorne effect because when you can't blind 
people to which treatment they're in they know that they're getting a seed but they don't know if it's the 
improved variety or not, that could be a blinded trial.  But when you give some people an insurance policy 
or a new credit instrument and you don't give it to others, they know which group they're in, it's very 
obvious and that lack of blindedness itself can induce either harm, people can feel left out that they 
believe that his product is supposed to be beneficial and I'm being denied it, maybe that tells me 
something about me that they don't think I'm capable of handling this.  Or it just induces behavioral 
response due to jealousy or any of a variety of other emotions.   
 
So the problem of the ethical constraints associated with field research are that as soon as we start 
becoming active manipulators of the system we acquire new ethical obligations and the ethical obligations 
often run contrary to the statistical motivations behind randomization.  And this leaves investigators in this 
area in a quandary; they have a very difficult trade off.  The pursuit of statistical purity often forces them to 
compromise very basic ethical norms of field research and it's not entirely clear how people resolve that, 
there's considerable difference of opinion over that.   



Our concern as expressed in this paper is that the topic isn't even really discussed very much and until it is 
relatively thoroughly vetted within the profession our concern is that the ethical issues raised by direct 
interventions wind up being neglected and we could, as a profession inadvertently do harm that is a 
disservice to all concerned. 
 
Michael Carter:  The only thing I would add there is I think when one starts getting into medical journals 
and medical fields of study where randomized controlled trials have been employed for a long, long time 
it's actually quite normal for journals to ask for the evidence and the ethical protocols which were actually 
submitted and even a registry of what your hypotheses were before you actually went and collected your 
data.  So other disciplines which have employed these kinds of techniques for a long time have in a sense 
developed a set of protections which ultimately I think help protect the subjects.  But they simply will not 
publish work that doesn't meet the basic ethical standards and in economics at least these are relatively 
new methods and one of the motivations Chris and I had for writing this paper was to sort of say, if we're 
going to be acting in this way then we need to hold ourselves as a profession in a sense more accountable 
and make sure that we are behaving according to the highest ethical standard. 
 
Kristin Agard:  Professor Carter, in the conclusions, you and Professor Barrett state that quote, "In 
addition to RCTs, behavioral field experiments can play a role not yet fully appreciated within the sub 
discipline," end quote.  Can you expand on this statement? 
 
Michael Carter:  Yes.  Let me go back to the example that Chris gave us a few moments ago of trying to 
understand the impact of a new technology on the farmer income.  So we know that if we just put the 
technology out there, some people adopt it and some people don't and as Chris said, it's not a randomized 
control trial and then we look at the data we see a difference in income say between adopters and non 
adopters and we just don't know how much of that difference is attributable to the new technology and 
how much is attributable to preexisting differences between the adopters and the non adopters.  And Chris 
gave us a couple of really concrete examples of what some of those differences might be.  So let me just 
focus on one.   
 
He suggested that maybe the people that voluntarily try out a new technology are people who are a little bit 
less risk averse; they're willing to try out new things.  Now typically the problem has been, it's very difficult 
to observe someone's level of risk aversion.  And so you're saying, well gee I can't measure risk aversion 
so there's not a statistical way to control for the differences in risk aversion so that I can attribute some of 
the income differences between adopters and on adopters.  The risk aversion and then I can say well the 
rest of it I can then statistically attribute to the new technology itself.  Now where behavioral field 
experiments become very exciting is these are basically well structured gains and kind of strategic 
situations where one can actually start thinking about measuring things like individual's risk aversion or 
you can start thinking about measuring their entrepreneurial ability or their willingness to take on new 
technologies.  You can start to measure many of these things which have always led us to say that it's 
hard to use observational data to determine the impact of technology.  So there's actually quite well 
developed literature on measuring risk aversion and loss aversion and ambiguity aversion, all sorts of 
behaviorals, let's call them deep behavioral characteristics of people.  And if we can start to measure 
these things in a reliable way using behavioral field experiments then when we go back to the 
observational data we say, oh, now we can make much more reliable inference on the impact of 
technology because there's not all of these unobserved differences anymore between the people that take 
up the technology on their own and those who do not because we can now measure and therefore 
statistically control for the impact of being a risk taker on income on average.  And then once we do that 
we are again in a much-- we're much better able to solve the identification problem.   
 
So again, given the concerns that we have about some of the limitations and indeed some of the biases 
that unavoidably creep into randomized control trials, when you use them to study complex economic 
phenomena, I think Chris and I both think that while one can work on solving those problems, one also 
needs not to throw away the rich set of information that's available from observational data especially if we 
can begin to augment it with even behavioral field experiments which will allow us to measure in reliable 
ways some of these deeper behavioral differences that exist people.  We've always known they're there 
but until this subfield of behavioral experimental economics got off the ground we really didn't have any 
kind of tools to measure them. 
 



Kristin Agard:  And my last question for today is actually for both of you.  Is there a danger that your 
arguments will help to produce a backlash against RCTs and will that backlash lead us to missing 
opportunities to discover important insights into development programs?  Professor Barrett, why don't you 
start? 
 
Chris Barrett:  Well we certainly hope not in that RCTs are an important relatively new tool in the 
development economists' toolkit.  The issue is really the proper use of the tool and as with any new tool it's 
important to promote it, to make people aware of it and that's been done very effectively.  But it's equally 
important for people to gain an appreciation for the limits and the dangers of any new tool and it's pretty 
common that there's a little bit of initial kind of over enthusiasm for a new tool.   
 
RCTs are very valuable.  They've simply raised the bar, they've upped the game in development 
economics by increasing researchers' expectations of each others' empirical standards and that is to be 
applauded.  And so in that sense we very much hope there won't be a backlash against RCTs.  But it's 
equally important to recognize that RCTs are no magic bullet and randomization is an effective tool in 
some contexts only.  In some contexts it's simply infeasible.  They're a wealth of terribly important topics 
and development that just do not lend themselves to randomization.  Virtually any question in the 
macroeconomics of development for example does not lend itself to randomization because we can't 
randomly pick countries to subject to for instance a foreign exchange availability shock or being hit by 
cyclones or any of a variety of disturbances that are really important to macroeconomic performance.  So 
we wouldn't want to dismiss all of those important questions simply because they're not amenable to 
randomization.  But even within the domain of development microeconomics where we're talking about 
individual act or behavior we want to be very careful because it's often not quite as simple to randomize as 
the more naive proponents believe it to be.   
 
There are these ethical constraints, there are problems of willful implementers who have an explicit 
development agenda and will compromise even a very careful research design in order to try to achieve 
more immediate impact because they're being judged by impact not by whether they developed a data set 
that is especially useful for researchers.  The issue here is developing a broad methodological toolkit and 
having researchers carefully select the right tool or the right combination of tools to answer the most 
important questions that sit before us in development.  RCTs are one of those tools but they're by no 
means the only one.  And in many contexts they're not even the best one.   
 
So what we hope is that this article will help people to be a bit more thoughtful in the employment of RCTs 
as a new and important tool in pursuing terribly interesting pressing questions in development. 
 
Michael Carter:  I think that-- Kristin this question is a very good one.  I would answer it slightly differently 
than Chris, although I don't think I actually disagree with anything he said.  But my initial answer to the 
question would probably be, yes, I hope this creates a small backlash against RCTs and the reason is I 
think we're doing some things somewhat poorly and in some instances of sort of dubious ethical value.  
And I guess I would rather see a small backlash now.  I would rather see us begin to become a little more 
careful and thoughtful in terms of how we implement things rather than having something really terrible 
happen and then we get the mega backlash and someone said, "Oh my God, did you hear what these 
economists have been doing?" And there's a few studies that have been published, we mentioned a few in 
our paper that are to me pretty borderline to the sort of thing that could evoke that very strong backlash.   
 
So I think in a sense, I think what Chris and I both agree, whether backlash is the right word or not I don't 
know, but I think we are hoping to give pause by some research funders and by researchers themselves 
as they think through these things and they think through the consequences of what they're doing a little 
more carefully.   
 
And again, as Chris said, I think our hope in the end is that RCTs remain something that's very valuable 
but we get beyond the stage where a belief in RCTs as the only way to know and understand complex 
economic phenomena is replaced by an appreciation of RCTs as one way to know and understand but 
that that doesn't delegitimize or rule out other ways of understanding because for many complex questions 
like wealth differences, like natural disasters, like all sorts of things, we may very much need to rely on 
observational data, that is on non randomized control trial studies.  Because if we don't rely on them we're 



either going to create grave ethical errors or we're going to end focusing on a subset of questions which 
are probably not the most pressing and important ones for us as development economists to study. 
 
Kristin Agard:  Excellent.  Thank you very much.  That was incredibly insightful.  That concludes my 
interview.  Thank you both again very much for joining me.   
 
You can find this featured article, "The Power and Pitfalls of Experiments in Development Economics:  
Some Non-random Reflections" in Volume 32, Issue Four of AEPP.  If you have any feedback or follow up 
questions for Professor Carter or for Professor Barrett please send an email to 
podcasts@oxfordjournals.org.   
 
If you're interested in learning more about AEPP or signing up for free AEPP content alerts visit 
www.aepp.oxfordjournals.org.  For more information about the Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Association visit www.aaea.org.  I'm Kristin Agard.  Thanks for listening. 


